
 

 

HARD DOG RACE BASE 

PILISCSÉV, September 24, 2022 

RACER’S GUIDE 

  



 

 

Dear Participant, 

This guide serves to make your participation in the race with your four-

legged friend by your side as smooth as possible. You’ll find the relevant 

information about things you need to do before the race or when you arrive, 

about the process of registration and other important stuff. 

Important things to do before the race 

Make sure to check all the bullet points below! It would be annoying if you couldn’t 

participate or had to start your day limbering up with 30 squats/page because you 

forgot something important! 

• Check your registration and print the confirmation email you receive after applying. 

If you cannot print these documents, you may use a smartphone or tablet to present 

them. 

• If you’re unsure about the rules of the race, read them again! 

• Visit our home page and download the Responsibility Agreement and Privacy 

Protection Agreement.  

• The starting numbers you can find by logging into your account on the application 

page under Racer Management; the list containing the Applications got a new 

column that contains the starting numbers. 

• If you applied for a discount, don’t forget to bring all the relevant documents to 

validate your eligibility for it. 

• Fill out the agreements, enter your starting number in the field in the upper right 

corner, then sign it.  

• Check and prepare the passport or vaccination book belonging to your dog, as well 

as the deworming papers (unless those are in the vaccination book). 

https://harddograce.eu/application/rules-of-competition/
https://harddograce.eu/wp-content/uploads/2018/01/HDR_responsibility_agreement_201801.pdf
https://harddograce.eu/wp-content/uploads/2018/01/HDR_privacy_protection_agreement_201801.pdf
https://harddograce.eu/wp-content/uploads/2018/01/HDR_privacy_protection_agreement_201801.pdf


 

 

• Don’t forget your dog’s gear (collar, leash, harness, muzzle if necessary). Prepare 

a fresh set of clothes and a pair of shoes as well. We guarantee you’ll be covered 

in mud and water before you finish the race.  

• Bring a canteen if you think you’ll need it. 

• After you’ve prepared everything, put them in one place so you don’t forget 

anything at home. All duos must have the agreements, the confirmation and the 

vaccination book. The human member of the duo must also carry a photographed 

ID. Agreements can be filled out at the race’s location, should you have forgotten 

(fee: 30 squats/page). Without these, you cannot receive your starting package and 

cannot participate! 

Approximation and Parking 

 To access the Piliscsév motocross track area, please follow the information available at 

the link below: 

 

Exact location: 

 

  

Kapcsolat – MXTRACK 

 

GPS coordinates: 47.67755353486411, 18.787972357740323 

 

https://mxtrack.hu/kapcsolat/


 

 

PARKING  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Parking will be available in two locations this year. Firstly, with the help of our 

colleagues, you can park in the parking spaces after the entrance to the Motocross 

track. Once these spaces are full, our colleagues will advise you in time to use the other 

car park, which is a dedicated car park opposite the railway crossing. The maximum 

speed limit in the car parks is 5 km/h. For the rest of the event, the speed limit is 10 

km/h.  



 

 

COMMUTE  

 

We urge everyone to pay extra attention when crossing the road, as if you park in the 

large car park you will have to cross the road and walk approximately 110 metres to 

the entrance. 

 

The most basic rules – whether you participate, cheer for 

the others or rest 

1. At the Racetrack is mandatory for dogs to use of harness and running belt or harness 

and leash in the event’s area, dogs must always be kept on a leash, it’s forbidden 

to set them free! 

2. If your dog is aggressive or sociopathic toward humans or other animals, please 

muzzle it! If necessary, put a yellow ribbon on your dog, so you can signal it to 

others to pay attention. You’re responsible for your dog’s behaviour! 

There are some who think HDR is a good terrain for the dog to play a good or get 

to know other dogs. So please, if you think HDR is not the ideal time and you 

want to avoid it, please indicate with a yellow ribbon already known and proven 

that you don't want to get ‘friend’. The yellow ribbon clearly indicates: 'Keep 

distance! We won’t be friends!  

3. You’re responsible for your own and your dog’s physical safety! 

4. Everyone must collect their own dog’s droppings and dispose of it in the bins, even 

in the designated dog potty area. Failure to follow this rule may lead to 

disqualification from the race! 

5. Littering is forbidden! The bins are there so you can conveniently dispose of anything 

you no longer need. If you’re caught littering, you may get disqualified from the 

race. 

6. Only participants or organizer may enter the cordoned area, i.e. the track. Please 

cheer, take photos or make videos from outside the track! 

7. Photos and video recordings will be made of the event. You may be featured in these 

and they may be made public. By entering, you consent to being featured in these 



 

 

recordings that may be freely used by the organisers without limitation or 

compensation of any sort. 

8. We’ll try our best to take as many photos as possible, but we cannot guarantee 

you will be featured in HDR’s photos. 

9. Smoking is only allowed in the designated smoking areas! Not to encourage you or 

anything. Quite the opposite, really. 

Health and safety rules 

1. Keep your distance! Please keep a personal distance of at least 2 metres throughout 

the event.  

2. Hand disinfection facilities will be provided at the event. It is not mandatory but 

recommended! Please use this opportunity! 

Registration 

If a friend changes their mind afterwards and wants to come, they can also register on 

the spot, but only if there are a limited number of available starting slots. The entry fee 

for the HDR Base is 25.000 HUF for 1 person + 1 dog and 20.625 HUF for 2 people + 1 

dog. This can be arranged at the Competition Centre at the on-site registration desk. 

Please calculate your arrival so that you must register 1 hour before your start time. 

Please allow for the possibility of a wait. If there is a longer queue, our staff will bring 

forward those whose start time is very close. On-site registration is compulsory, you 

will not be able to start the race without it! 

  



 

 

Registration process 

1.  First step is a veterinary check-up, a vet will examine your dog’s vaccinations, chip, 

social behaviour, and health. When you are done, the vet will give you with a 

verification paper what you must hand over when you receive the start kit. You can't 

get your start kit without it! 

2. Second step is to choose the queue pertaining to your starting number, prepare the 

necessary papers. First, your confirmation is checked, then you hand in your 

Responsibility and Privacy Protection Agreements (original, signed) and your identity 

is confirmed (valid photographed identity documentation is necessary). If you used 

a discount, its validity is confirmed at this step as well!  

3. If everything’s fine, you receive your starting package: starting number, time 

measuring chip with armband, if you are not 18 years old, this will be marked on 

your armband, so please pick up the envelope after taking over so that we can put 

it on the label.  

4. When you have received your starter kit, you are done here. 

5. If any of your papers are missing, you need to leave the queue and head over to the 

problem sorting area. This is where you can get your agreements (fee: 30 

squats/page). Get back to the registration queue only when you have your filled-out, 

signed forms!  

After registration, before the race 

You can store your luggage in the cloakroom, where your luggage will be kept safe. 

You will be given a numbered wristband, which you will need to show to get your 

belongings back. Next to the cloakroom is the changing room, where you can change 

your clothes if you wish. This is free for competitors! Please do not use the toilets for 

changing, that's why we have set up the changing room! 



 

 

It is recommended to be at the start area 5 minutes before your race start time. This is 

also the time for warming up. But you don't have to queue, only when your time 

window opens! We will call each start time group and let you into the start waiting 

zone. It is unnecessary to queue outside the start zone. Believe me we will not dismantle 

the start gate everyone will line up and arrive at the same place.  

At the Start gate 

Time slots: the first race starts at 9 AM, afterwards the racers may start every 15 minutes. 

The last racers start at 14:30 PM.  

You’ll need to start in the slot you chose at application, you can find your time slot 

on the starting package’s envelope or on your starting number. You need to visibly 

wear your starting number and your time measuring chip. Without these, you may not 

enter the starting area! The time slot is checked on your starting number when you 

enter.  

There is no time limit for the race. Please be mindful of the dogs, they will be excited, 

maintain a 2 m distance. Be very careful to avoid accidents even in the starting zone.  

The track 

The Base track is approximately (+/-) 6 km long, with (+/-) 16 obstacles, thigh-high 

climbs, lung-busting forest paths, eye-catching highs, challenges for man and dog.  

There are marshals along the course to make sure the rules are followed, so if you need 

help, don't hesitate to ask.  

Obstacles 

There’ll be an assistant at each obstacle who will tell you what you need to do if 

needed, monitors how you execute it, and warns you in case you’re not doing it in the 

appropriate way. Assistants cannot help you physically (i.e. they cannot help you pick 

up stuff you’ll need to carry, they cannot hold on to your dog etc.). Should you get 

into trouble, however, you can count on them! 



 

 

It’s possible for you to help your four-legged partner at the obstacles: you may 

pick up your dog 1 m before the obstacle, but you need to put it down within 3 meters 

of it after you’ve tackled it. If your dog is unable to overcome an obstacle, you can 

replace it with (30, 50, 70) regular squats, so you will stay in competition! 

It’s forbidden to lift the dog by its collar, hair, skin or any of its limbs! You may lift 

the dog in your arms, or by – or in – its harness. If the referee at the obstacle decides 

that you cannot get the dog to complete the obstacle in a humane way, or if the duo 

is taking long enough with the attempt that they’re keeping up the safe progress of 

the racers behind them, they may mandate the racer to perform squats instead.  

Your dog can run in front of you or next to you but if the dog is behind your back the 

running belt or the leash cannot be strained! 

Apart from obstacles, the dog must complete the track on its own legs. 

In case of injury, accident, give help and inform the nearest HDR employee! 

If you leave the track way or try to cut off, we are disqualifying you immediately from 

the race! 

Refreshment station 

Pannónia Kincse is a committed supporter of active and healthy living, whether it's a 

race or a hobby sport, so there will be one refreshment stations on the course with 

drinking water for two-legged and four-legged guests, and we will also provide you 

with refreshment at the finish line! 

At all non-water obstacles that are more than 1 km away from the start and finish gates, 

you will find a dog watering point, a watering bowl for your dog! This is for four-legged 

partners only!  

https://www.facebook.com/pannoniakincse


 

 

If you wish, you can also bring water with you. Glass bottles are not allowed on the 

track. Littering is strictly forbidden in the entire event area, anyone caught littering or 

not picking up dog poo from the course area will be immediately disqualified from the 

competition! 

Time measurement 

You receive a chip at registration that measures your time, this is how your result gets 

calculated. This chip has to be fastened on your wrist. The band will be cut off from you 

at the finish line. If you lose your chip, you cannot get your finishing package only the 

bottle of water. The deposit fee for the chip is 2.000 HUF. If you lose the chip, you must 

pay for it at the problem-solving zone. Once you show the receipt of this transaction, 

you may come back to the finishing zone to pick up your package. 

At the finish line 

Once you’re past the Finish gate: 

• you get the medals and feel appropriately proud about your achievement 😉 

• our volunteers cut off the chip from you and put it away (you may ask for the 

armband back if you wish) 

• they check your T-shirt size on your race number and hand you over your finishing 

package. Please let us know immediately if you receive an incorrect size! It is not 

possible to make a change after the competition! 

• Don’t forget that hydration is important, take a glass of water from the table at the 

end of the finish line. 

All unofficial results will be immediately displayed on the time measuring company’s 

website, accessible here: EVOCHIP 

Prizes 

Prizes will not be sent by post, and anyone who does not attend the announcement of 

the results or is not collected by a representative will forfeit their prize.  

https://www.evochip.hu/eredmenyek/


 

 

Prizes will be awarded in the individual women's, individual men's and team categories 

at an estimated time of 16:15-16:45. This may vary depending on the time of the last 

competitor who finishes the 14:30 race. The prizes are donated by Royal Canin x 

Petissimo, the official dog food sponsor of HDR, Tickless by ProtectOne , MUSHER the 

official dog equipment sponsor of HDR, Petmed by Dr.Kelen and Vetfood.  

Festival area 

Visitors may spectate and enter the area of the event FREE OF CHARGE. They may take 

photos, but they need to adhere to the rules, and they may not enter the closed-off 

area of the track. This is where the starting and finishing gates are as well, these will be 

marked with signs from the parking area. Only HDR accredited photographers can 

enter the race field.  

  

https://www.royalcanin.com/hu
https://www.petissimo.hu/
https://www.facebook.com/protectoneLtd/
https://musherdog.com/
https://www.facebook.com/petmedbydrkelen
https://www.facebook.com/vetfood.hu


 

 

What else can you find in the festival area? 

Shower and dog wash 

Here you can get the mud and dirt off your four-legged companion and yourself if you 

feel the need. You will be able to change in the designated tents in the Exhibitor area 

marked on the map. 

Restrooms  

You will find the restrooms at the location marked on the map. Please do not throw 

dog poop bags in the toilet/ urinal under any circumstances!  

EAT-DRINK-DINE-DANCING ON THE BASE!  

Here's the menu you can choose from at the buffet! A big team is coming, so hopefully 

the service will be fast and smooth! The quality and flavours will be great for sure, we've 

already got our eyes on the Angus Burger! You can pay by card too. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



 

 

Vizslafotózás/Photography  

 

 

 

 

📸 TAKE YOUR PHOTOS AT THE BASE! 📸 

Vizslafotózás will be with us this year as well, although, this time they won’t be taking 

photos personally. But the Vizslafotózás team is organizing the photoshoot, and they 

would like to capture as many proud owner-dog pairs as possible in Piliscsév! 

Details of the photo shoot: 

- The photo session is available between 10:00 and 14:00 and is FREE OF CHARGE. 

- One photo per registration.  

- The photos are taken on a first-come, first-served basis. 

- Everyone who is in the picture must register. 

- One person can register with one email address. 

- The photo shoot may be cancelled or interrupted in case of unsuitable 

conditions such as rain, strong winds! 

- The right to change the conditions of the photo shoot is reserved. It's also worth 

registering because you CAN WIN PHOTOSHOOTING!  

REGISTER: 

https://vizslafotozas.hu/hdr/ 

 

https://vizslafotozas.hu/hdr/


 

 

Merchandise and product demonstration 

Royal Canin was founded in 1968. Has the in-depth knowledge and experience to know 

exactly what pets need and which nutrients will ensure they live their lives to the fullest. 

We share a passion for health. With our products, you can ensure tailored nutrition that 

supports the development of natural defences, healthy growth and digestive 

development. Feed your purebred dog according to the specific needs of the breed. 

Royal Canin, the official dog food brand and key international sponsor of the Hard Dog 

Race, would like to surprise you with a discounted purchase opportunity. You can 

redeem the coupon in the Petissimo webshop. Take advantage of it! Try out their 

products or buy some of their tried and tested products while they last! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The coupon offers a 12% discount on all Royal Canin adult dog food. The coupon can be used 

once per purchase on all products included in the promotion. The promotion is valid in the 

Petissimo online store while stocks last. 

 

https://www.facebook.com/RoyalCaninHU
https://www.royalcanin.com/hu
https://www.petissimo.hu/


 

 

Musher  is the official dog equipment brand of the Hard Dog Race. You will find 

everything you need for you and for your dog whether you’re going for a run, a hike 

or a weekend trip! Harnesses, leashes, collars, baseball caps, belts, lines – so that 

everyday can be another adventure! With the coupon code HDR10 you can get all 

products in the webshop with a 10% discount between 13 - 30 September!   

Extra discount: at the Base competition, all products on the site will be 10% off, but it 

is important to note that this coupon code is only valid for online purchases, so the two 

discounts cannot be combined!  And for on-site purchases over 25,000 HUF, you'll get 

a free tube scarf! 

So, it's definitely worth visiting the Musher tent in the festival area! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://musherdog.com/hu/


 

 

Dr.Kelen has built on the expertise of four generations of doctors and pharmacists, 

veterinarians and farmers to create the PetMED range of veterinary products, 

combining nature and science. The range currently includes a wound spray, paw 

conditioner and joint spray, with more products to be added soon. With the coupon 

code HDR22 you can shop at their webshop with a 20% discount! The discount is valid 

on all their products until 31.12.2022! PetMED products are made exclusively from 

natural ingredients. They give our pets the joy of health freedom because they deserve 

the best. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://petmed.hu/


 

 

Meet Tickless by ProtectOne, the tick alarm product that uses ultrasonic technology to 

provide long-lasting protection for your dog. With coupon code HDR30 you can buy 

all Tickless products in their webshop with 30% discount until 08 October 2022!  

Tickless offers safe protection for the whole family! One of Europe's number one 

chemical-free solutions for pest control! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.facebook.com/protectoneLtd/


 

 

Visit the Vetfood tent and try the ElectroActive balance drink for your tired dog after 

the finish line. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

You will also have the opportunity to visit the PetWiseCare tent, who provide pet care, 

so you will have the chance to learn about their services. At PetWiseCare, you can leave 

your pets with reliable, trained and informed dog sitters, whether you are travelling, 

short of time or you are ill! What's more, they've launched the country's first Pet Sitter 

Training course, so you too can become a confident, trained dog sitter! 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Golden Palm Massage Therapy is a company with 15 years of experience in Eastern and 

Western preventive treatments and techniques. It is a series of different strokes applied 

by hand on the surface of the body, with regular doses of various strengths, performed 

for therapeutic purposes. It is a mechanical stimulus that elicits a response in the body, 

in the tissues, through direct and indirect means. The response is the physical 

therapeutic effect. Massage is a mechanical stimulus to the skin, subcutaneous 

connective tissue and muscles. It helps in the treatment of musculoskeletal complaints, 

regeneration of joints and relaxation of stiff muscles. Its analgesic action is outstanding. 

The direct effect of the massage is to reduce muscle tension, improving muscle 

flexibility and performance.  

Fee of the treatment: 30 minutes 4500 HUF 

Who else can you run into in the festival area? 

 Tetovált Állatmentők Állatvédelmi Egyesület, Ebrendész, az Ürömi Menhely és az 

Ürömi Duhajdombi Kutyakiképző Iskola , Retriever Rescue  

  

https://www.allatmentok.hu/
https://uromimenhely.hu/
https://uromimenhely.hu/


 

 

Visit the HDR Shop tent, and wear the experience on you, not just in your memories! 

Be proud that you have conquered the trail, the obstacles and your limits! We have 

new products coming out, so be sure to check out the Shop! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

More information 

If you want to shop, be sure to bring cash, but you will also be able to pay by card 

in some places! At the HDR Shop, for example, you will be able to pay by card. 

If you're running with a camera or putting it on your dog, make sure you put your 

details (name, phone) on it so we can return it to you if you lose it on the course and 

we find it. 

If you find something that is not yours, please hand it in at the Race Centre at the On-

Site Registration. I'm sure you'd be happy to find something you thought you'd lost! 

HDR, as the organiser, reserves the right to modify or cancel certain parts of the course 

in the event of extreme weather conditions, thereby ensuring the safety of competitors 

and organisers.  

Emergency medical care is available for all participants, whether two or four-legged. 

Please report any injuries to an HDR staff member so that we can assist you as soon as 

possible! 

HDR is committed to the spirit of Fair Play. If you fail to help a fellow rider in trouble or 

behave in a way that is dangerous to others (not watching your dog, not keeping a 

proper distance, pushing, or deliberately not letting go of others faster than you) you 

may be disqualified from the race! The finishing medal and prize pack will be awarded 

to those who complete the course correctly. 

 

See you at the start! Good luck! 


